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ASSEMBLYMAN WALTER L. SMITH, JR. (Chairman): The 

public hearing on Assembly Bill 163 is now open. 

The bill is entitled: "An Act fixing the annual 

compensation of members of the Legislature and providing for 

the payment of an additional allowance to the Speaker thereof, 

and repealing 'An Act fixing the annual compensation of 

members of the Senate and General Assembly and providing for 

the payment thereof and for the payment of an additional 

allowance to the President of the Senate and the Speaker of 

the General Assembly. 111 The bill is sponsored by 

Assemblymen Wilentz, Fay, Moraites and Black. 

Assemblyman Wilentz, do you want to give your statement 

now? 

R 0 B E R T N. W I L E N T Z: First of all, Mr. 

Chairman, I want to personally thank you for your courtesy 

and kindness in holding this hearing. Most of us are 

realists about these matters and there seems to be a very 

strong feeling among those in public office that this kind 

of amendment doesn't have very much of a chance of passage 

at this point. I had better not prejudge it but this is the 

sentiment as I understand it. So, in view of that sentiment, 

I doubly appreciate your willingness to put this bill up for 

a public hearing. 

The Bill which would provide a salary of $20,000 a 

year for Legislators, 45 Legislators making up a unicameral 

legislature, is dependent, as you will note, upon the 

adoption of a constitutional amendment that would provide be

ing unicameral. 
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I would like to make it clear that I had previously 

written to the Chairman indicating my belief that the $20,000 

figure was insufficient and requesting the Committee to 

amend it to $30,000. I simply mention that to indicate what 

my present position is on the matter. 

By way of procedure and just by way of advising the 

Chairman, I understand that Mr. Joel Jacobson will be here 

this afternoon, he hopes to arrive around 1 o 1 clock~ There 

are two members of the League of Women Voters in the audience 

who wish to speak on the Bill and Mrsa Murray has asked if 

she might be put on this morning. I also understand that 

former Senator Parsekian will want to testify on this Bill. 

The statement that I am about to give is concurred 

in, in substance but not in detail, by my colleague from 

Middlesex County Jack Fay, one of the sponsors of the Bill. 

By and large New Jersey does not have a legislature. 

We do not have a deliberative law-making body that carefully 

designs policy. We do not have a deliberative law-making 

body that carefully reviews policy. What we do have is a 

hit and miss affair whose performance is predestined to be 

poor because of lack of time and lack of staff. What we 

have is a disjointed collection of individuals making up a 

body whose only coherence - whenever there is any - is 

derived from a leadership selected in approximately the same 

manner, and having about the same tenure, as that of local 

service organizations. We are dominated by the executive 

regardless of party - whose knowledge, staff, and time 

spent on the job overwhelm us. Considering our pitiful 
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resources, and the resulting pitiful performance, thank God 

we are dominated. Our review of executive originated 

legislation is usually done best when we do least, thereby 

minimizing the damage inflicted on the original product, 

and when we venture into areas uncharted by the executive 

the results are usually bad. The best test of our performance 

over the years is the almost universal .contempt in which we 

are held by the executive, the judiciary, and by ourselves;-

! mean as an institution, not as men - as well as by all 

others who have observed us closely. 

So that I will not be misunderstood, let me make it 

clear that my comments today have absolutely nothing to do 

with partye Nor are they intended as any reflection on the 

quality of the men now serving or who previously served in 

the legislature, which quality has by and large been very 

good. Their motives have been good, their courage has been 

about as much as one might expect from those who must stand 

for re-election and some have made a sincere attempt -

especially the leadership - to formulate policy and to review 

executive proposals. Unquestionably at rare times we do 

perform well, and when the leadership is unusually good the 

occasions are not so rare. The point to which this bill is 

addressed is not the men, but the structure of the institu

tion, and the conditions under which the men work. 

The premise of this bill is that what we find in our 

legislature is institutionalized in competence, strengthened 

by tradition. If I am wrong about that, I would not advocate 

these changes. I have too much respect for fundamental 
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political institutions, and too little faith in my own, or 

anyone else's, ability to advocate radical changes in such 

institutions when they are performing well. If I believed 

that to be the case, I would be satisfied simply with much 

greater staff support and some reform of our procedures, 

both of which are needed in any event. 

The premise of this bill is that we are performing 

very poorlyp Other than reciting in detail the history of 

the Legislature over the past 50 years, it is not a simple 

premise to prove, Legislators rarely admit it publicly, but 

if you speak to intelligent and knowledgeable people who 

visit the Legislature, worse yet, deal with it, for the first 

time their reaction is most revealing, They are horrified, 

unanimously and without qualification. They cannot believe 

that the business of this great state is entrusted to this 

disorganized body whose members rarely know what they 1 re 

doing and often don 9 t know what they're voting on. Lobbyists 

and veteran legislators are not similarly upset, but not 

because they have any better understanding of the merits of 

the institution, but rather because they are used to it. 

They do not expect anything better and have forgotten how 

bad it is. Speak privately to relatively new Legislators. -

&most to a man they condemn the institution. And if they 

had but one wish, it would be to have more time to devote 

to their job, Speak to the men in Law Revision and Legisla

tive Research, speak to the Counsel, to past and present 

Governors, and to the Governors themselves, to all of the 

many capable groups who constantly deal with us about 
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legislation in which they are interested, speak to the Press. 

I would be surprised if their private views do not coincide 

with those expressed in this statement. 

What about programs? Of the programs passed in the 

last ten years how many have come out of the Legislature? 

And of the programs proposed by the administration, how much 

change, how much improvement has been effected by the 

Legislature? What substantial changes - for the better -

have we made in budgets that have been submitted to us over 

those years? What has been the Legislature's contribution 

to solution of the jetport problem, meadowlands, urban 

problems, tax reform: I suggest that what we have dane in 

these areas is simply to respond to executive leadership, 

to executive initiative, and often later than we should have. 

When we want information, where do we go? To the 

executive. Or to Law Revision and Legislative Services 

who often go to the Executive themselves. Where do we often 

go for legislation? To the Executive. Who explains bills 

before us? On both sides of the aisle? The Executive. At 

a time when federal programs and federal aid are critical, 

which Legislator, which Legislative Committee, has even a 

workable knowledge of the subject? None, absolutely none. 

We get it from the Executive. The information that we do 

not get from the Executive we often get from the lobbyists, 

for better or for worse. As a matter of fact, if there is 

any one aspect of a bill as to which we can claim some 

expertise, it is its political impact. 
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Our committee system is, by and large, a joke. At best it 

screens bills after a cursory discussion, and at worst it 

amounts to nothing. Our committee hearings are usually supr-

ficial. We pass a multitude of bad bills without consideration, 

and fail to consider many good ones. We adjourn with much 

business left undone and more botched up after usual--and perhaps 

unavoidable--last-minute rush. 

This is my view of our performance. It is in no way intended 

as a criticism of our excellent legislative staff. That staff is 

pathetically small for the job given to it, and considering that 

limitation, it does a superb job. 

If indeed the Legislature is so bad, why have we allowed it 

to go on this way so long? I think the answer is that we just 

don't believe in the Legislature anymore. It's lost its credibility 

as a meaningful participant in government, here and else\vhere, as 

a source of policy, as a formulator of coherent integrated programs, 

even as a meaningful r~iev·mr of the executive. Having lost faith 
/I 

in the institution itself, we seem to see no reason to try to 

improve it. Some of the objections to a full-time legislature, 

I believe, are based on this lack of faith. Those who insist 

that it is desirable that we remain primarily citizens attached 

to our 0\·m affairs really mean that they think it more important 

that \'TC be professionals in our private life even if that means 

we are amateurs in our public life. Those \'lho fear that full-timers 

would begin to ask questions about administration really believe 

that no legislature could really improve the administrative pro-
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cr;sB. 1\nd t.hosc \·.'ho say there 5.sn' t enough to do to HD.:Lrcm t 

full-·t:i.l.~:~ f;erv·:Lc(; u~;~·,n tlw.t they are sntisfic~cl \·.•.i. th onj~ p;:-(!!;e;;Jt. 

pcl:fc)):r.wnce, uhi.c:h mc~<.nw t.hnt. t-lH.,.,y lw.ve lost f~d.th in tht; J..r~gir:l.:-1·-

only that we eliminate the last day of our session. And, in the 

opinion of one reporter at least, we serve the health, welfare, 

safety, and morals of the State best \·lhen \':e adjourn. 

I believe in the Legislature, I believe it should have the 

capability of revieuing executive programs and budgets carefully 

and intelligently; I believe that except for a true emergency, ~ 

bill--none--should be voted on \·ri thout careful committee consider

ation and after full hearings. I believe the Legislature should 

have the capacity for originating programs, for designing innovative 

approaches, and for formulating a coherent policy for the State. 

I believe the Legislature should be and can be an effective 

vehicle to interpret the needs of the people and, just as important, 

that individual legislators c~n interpret the needs of the State 

to the people. Today, \·le have none of this. 

Radical legislative improvement no\'7 is of critical importance. 

l'le have lived so long with an ineffective legislature that we seem 

to think that there is no great risk in allowing it to remain so. 

But the rules of the game have changed. Ours is obviously an age 

of unprecedented crisis and change involving the potential disin

tegration of society. Government is expected to, and \'lill, ac'l: 

to affect practically every condition of our life. RacG relations, 

urban decay, the application of vastly increased federal aid, 
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rationalization of transportation, regional planning, revolutionary 

municipal reorganization, tax reform,\ie face all of these in spades 

in New Jersey and soon, instead of spending 1.3 billion per year, 

we will be spending two billion. It is essential that we do the 

job well and spend the money wisely. The quality of life in this 

State for many years to come may depend on how wisely our legis

lature acts over the next decade. And the survival of state and 

local government as something more than formal institutions or 

mere conduits is also at stake. 

Obviously, this bill alone will not remedy our legislative 

deficiencies. Increased staff and improved procedures are essen

tial. The more staff you have, however, the more time you need, 

and all the staff on earth will not inform a legislator who does 

not have time to master the general area of study, to say nothing 

of the staff report, who doesn't have time to attend the hearings 

arranged by the staff, and who hasn't mastered the subject matter 

sufficiently to ask the right questions. 

The legislation before you is based on some very simple 

propositions. Our problems are becoming increasingly complex, 

and government at the state level is becoming increasingly involved 

in every one of those problems. It takes time to learn something 

about them, time to learn of the factual background, of the legal 

background, it takes time to study someone else's proposals and 

time to devise yourown; and it takes time to learn what other 

states an!~federal government have been doing in the area. It 

takes time to fully exchange views with other legislators and 
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\'lith the people, and tiltlC to attend hcaringB iHH.1 to sift out: 

evidence. 1-.nd it tal~es time to do ctll of this co1npctcntly jr~st 

for one subject mattc~r, and to hav~ passable knowledge in many 

others. Unless you spE!nd this time--and unless a substantial 

number of your colleagues also do--you cannot deliberate 

rationally, you cannot pass on policy, design programs, or vote 

rationally. The brightest r11an is ineffective without t.he facts. 

At the heart of this proposal is the not too surprising proposi

tion that the best legislature is that which is deliberative and 

rational. We can be neither on the time we spend now. We need 

full time. 

The objections to a full-time legislature have one thing in 

common. The disadvantages are simply not weighed against the 

obvious advantages of full-time service. Admitting the lack of 

perfection, what conceivably better way is there to assure a 

competent lE-gislature than to give us more time to do our job'Z 

There are some \'Tho are concerned that \'Te will have nothing 

to do when the Legislature is out of session. Hy response to 

them is that \'le have less to fear from full-time legislators 

who may not work when the Legislature is out of session than 

from part-timers \·lho don • t \·lork when it is in session. !-!ore 

directly, however, I would answer that those who make that objec

tion have settled for the limited legislative function that now 

obtains. Others fear that since the salary would be raised to 

$20,000, or perhaps $30,000, hacks might be unduly attracted to 

the job. That's possible, as it is now. I believe that the 
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increased salary would have its usual effect, namely, of 

attracting many more people to the position, including those 

many young people who would like to make public service their 

life's work, and perhaps including some executives who 

formerly would not have considered such a position. I 

believe our electorate is not about to elect hacks at any 

salary, those days are gone forever--I hope-- and 

certainly not if the salary is in the $20,000 to $30,000 

year brackets But I make no claim that this proposal will 

greatly improve the quality of the men who serve in the 

Legislature. I would be quite happy with the present 

quality, for I think allowing them to serve full time would 

result, in an of itself, in a vast improvement in legisla

tive performance. 

Some fear that full-timers will lose touch with the 

public, they'll become so professional. That won 1 t last 

long, for they will shortly be voted out of office if they 

do. A full-time Legislature does not guarantee against 

the turnover of personnel. But our most distinguished 

public officials, United States Senators, and the President 

of the United States himself, in the past have long records 

of continuous public service and no one has suggested that 

this disqualifies them. 

Perhaps the most pointed objection is that if you 

require full-time service, even at $30,000 a year, a great 

many capable men who might be willing to serve now will 

not be willing to do so if it involves giving up their 

present employment. The uncertanties of the political future 
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are too great, or so it is said. There was, however, no 

difficulty in finding congressional candidates at that 

salary. I would imagine most of our present Legislators 

would be willing to serve. And so would many men who are now 

unwilling to. And if this becomes, as I believe it would 

under a full-time unicameral legislature, a position of 

status and importance, which it is not now, again the 

enormous talent of the young will be attracted to this 

Legislature. Furthermore, there are many men who are willing 

to change positions at the managerial level without any 

assurance of tenure. But it is a problem and the main 

answer to the objection is that the over-all effect of the 

proposition, despite this potential shortcoming, would be, 

in my opinion, a vast improvement over our present system. 

Certainly, substantial improvement in the pension plan for 

legislators would have to be instituted, and I mean the 

retirement plan. In the last analysis, if this Committee 

deems it an important objection, then eliminate the full

time requirement, provide a $30,000 a year salary, and let 

the people decide whether or not their representative is 

giving sufficient time to the job. 

Some believe that a full-time Legislature will have 

no effect for, in their opinion, the results of the 

legislative process are purely and simply politically 

determined. Certainly, political forces are important, 

but it has been my experience that just as important is 

the knowledge of the Legislator,and the combined knowledge 

of the body. 
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This measure will do what I think we all want to do, 

it will give competent people who want to devote full time to 

legislative duties the opportunity to do so. It will give 

New Jersey the opportunity to have them. And if you examine 

the list of legislators generally regarded as most effective 

and competent, the factor common to all is not intelligence, 

not background, not education, but time devoted to the job.and, 

unfortunately I don't have this included in the statement, 

financial ability to devote the time to the jobp independent 

of the salary that the State providesa 

It is most difficult for me to understand why, when 

it comes to the business of passing laws, we are afraid of 

having men who know what they are doing. We want our 

lawyers to be full-time when we go to see a lawyer, we want 

our engineers to be full-timers~ we don't go to part-time 

doctors. Even some of our dogcatchers work full time at 

that job.. Why not our Legislators? What have we got to 

lose? 

That's my prepared statement, Mr. Chairman. I have 

some things that I would like to introduce beyond that but 

you are the judge of time and schedule so I will abide by 

your wishes. of course .. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: You may have all the time you 

want, Assemblyman Wilentz .. 

The only thing I can say is that your experience is 

probably a little bit more disheartening than mine. The 

only consolation I get from your statement is that you 

probably have as many problems in the Democrat conference 
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as we have in the Republican conference. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILENTZ: I haven't been to your con

ference, Mr. Chairman, but,if that's true, I feel sorry for 

you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: You can feel sorry. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILENTZ: I want to make it clear that 

the idea of Legislators serving full time or at least 

getting a salary that enables them to serve nearly full 

time is very far from a revolutionary idea. An article 

in the Christian Science Monitor, which unfortunately I 

do not have the date of but I will be glad to make it 

available - referring to a recent amendment to the 

Constitution in California, not so recent, but as the writer 

states, 11 It turned the State Assembly and Senate into full

time bodies and made California Legislators among the 

highest paid of any in the Country, $16,000 a year with 

liberal expenses and it augmented their power to stock 

legislative offices and committees with big sophisticated 

staffs." 

11 There is now apparently in California," and again 

I quote the writer, "the widely shared view that most of 

the policymaking, most of the innovating California 

government now comes not from the Governor but from the 

Legislature." 

And as the Assembly Republican Minority Leader 

states: "At the present time most of the new concepts 

originate out of the Legislature rather than the 

Executive." 

And I would ascribe some cause and effect to those 
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situations, the cause being the fact that they apparently 

allow their legislators to serve full time. 

As to the number of people that will be attracted by 

the $30,000 salary, my understanding is that as of 1967 

3.1% of New Jersey household incomes were over $25,000. So 

I assume there are very few men, considerably less than 

3.1%, who earn that kind of money. 

Giving some further indication, Mr. Chairman, of what 

the effect is of the fact that we are part-timers, I think 

that the number of public hearings that are held on bills 

are not indicative of the fact that the Legislature doesn't 

want to hold public hearings, nor indicative of the fact 

that there are so few bills that warrant public hearings, 

but simply indicative of the fact that people don°t have 

the time to come to public hearings. And I simply point 

out what is obvious to all of us today, whatever the 

reasons may be, the other men on your Committee I assume 

for one reason or another can't be here. 

In 1966, of 373 bills that passed both houses, 16 

had public hearings, less than 5%. In 1967, of 357 bills 

that passed both houses, 12 had public hearings, less than 

4%. In 1968, of 625 bills that passed both houses, 20 

had public hearings, less than 4%. And this year, to date, 

we have passed 309 bills and 28 have had public hearings, 

a considerable increase, less than 9% however. 

These are figures supplied to me, at my request, by 

Law Revision and Legislative Services. They are subject 

to certain qualifications due to difficulties in obtaining 
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the exact information but I would say this is substantially 

the information that is relevant here. 

What kind of deliberation is that on the bills before 

us? And it's interesting to note that as far as attendance 

is concerned, well I won't say that today is typical, it 

isn't, but measuring, as well as I could, through someone 

who tried to help me dig out this information, over the 

past five years the attendance at Committee hearings, - let's 

assume the Committee hearing percentages are about the same 

as I indicated over the last four years, running between 4% 

and 5% or less than 9%, the attendance at those paultry 

number of Committee hearings is less than SO%. And I 

don't think that figure surprises any Legislator who has 

attended public hearings. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: We are contributing well to that 

figure today. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILENTZ: There is a contribution to that 

average. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: How many of those bills were the 

result of these hundreds of study commissions that we put 

into being? 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILENTZ: Are you referring to this year, 

Mr. Chairman? I don't have the information. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: We have hundreds of study 

commissions. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILENTZ: I think that's a very proper 

observation on your point and I don't have that information 

built into these figures. but I really don't believe it 
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would effect ito 

I would like to call the Chairman's attention to 

the fact Duane Lockhart who was a former Connecticut 

State Senator and now Professor of Politics at Princeton 

and Director of the Undergraduate Program at the Woodrow 

Wilson School, indicated in a paper delivered on behalf 

of Eagleton Institute, one of its competitors, I suppose 9 

the conclusion in his opinion that to handle the scope 

of legislative duties adequately today is not a part-time 

but a full-time jobe 

I just don°t want to be all alone in this, Mr. 

Chairman, and I don 1 t think I ama A Special Commission 

ori Legislative Compensation of the State of Michigan 

took a survey of the Michigan Legislators,- 96% of the 

Michigan Legislators answering the questionnaire said 

that they felt that the job of a State Legislator was a 

full-time job. And I don°t think it's so much more 

complicated in Michigan than it is here. And the Com

mission1s conclusion was "The position is a full-time 

responsibilityo Few legislators can do justice both to 

their legislative responsibilities and to other jobs~" 

then they recommended an increase in salary to $15,000 

and based it on that particular findingo 

It's not the dollars that I 0 m interested in at 

this point so much as the conclusion as to the full-time 

nature of the position. 

The notion that low pay will bring in the citizen

legislator that will give us a fine cross-section of 
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society in our legislative chambers is not concurred in by 

a study by the Citizens Conference on State Legislatures, 

entitled Compensation to Legislators in the Fifty States. 

Their conclusion is that, 11Low pay does not bring into the 

Legislature representatives from a cross-section of 

society; in fact, low pay alienates many possible candidates 

for legislative office who cannot afford to lose the time 

from their active careers without adequate compensation.u 

And on page 17 of the same report, "Another explanation 

for the relationship between the aforementioned factors 

and legislative pay may be seen in the greater need for 

full-time well-qualified legislators in those states with 

large, highly complex and diversified industrial economy ... 

And I would think that describes New Jersey fairly well. 

This is a study of a group that makes it its business 

to study legislatures. 

I would like to present or rather read into the 

record, Mr. Chairman, a letter which I received from 

Congressman Helstoski: 

11 Thank you for your letter of June 5. I support 

the concept for a full-time unicameral legislature • 

Unfortunately, time does not permit my setting forth 

testimony in support of this proposal. You probably can 

well realize the backlog of work that I have in my 

Congressional office due to my being back in the District 

this past month campaigning. I am on record, of course, 

as you know, in support of this proposal to which I 

testified during the recent Commission hearings. I 
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hope this will prove helpful to you." 

A statement about the level of legislative compen

sation from the Council of State Governments in a booklet 

entitled "American State Legislatures in Mid-20th Century .. ~~ 

the final report of the Committee on Legislative Processes 

and Procedures of the National Legislative Conference 

Concerning Compensation.; "With respect to salaries of 

legislators and adequate compensation which permits them 

to devote as much time as is necessary to legislative 

duties both during and between sessions, as pointed out 

before these duties are not in mid-20th century such that 

they can be forgotten or ignored when the regular session 

adjourns sine die. The contribution of the individual 

legislator must be measured more and more by his thoughtful 

participation in interim study activities which are 

essential preliminaries to policy positions which the next 

session is going to consider in bill form. Relative to the 

same point, it is one of the justifiable boasts of 

American State Legislatures that the members are drawn 

from a great many walks of life. This is compatible both 

with the basic assumptions and aspirations of a democratic 

system and with the ever~increasing interests which are 

involved in problems coming before the Legislature for 

solution. The levels of legislative compensation, 

accordingly, should not be such as to preclude able people 

who lack private means from serving in the legislature 

because of financial sacrifice involved, or to force such 

people to find supplemental income from private interest 
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groups or individuals." 

And on the issue of the full-time legislature, one 

last reference, - well, it•s an obvious reference that low 

salaries undermine efforts to professionalize the 

legislature. 

I think it 1 s obvious that the conflicts of 

interest question is involved to some extent here, Mr. 

Chairman, obviously to the extent that if the. salary'that 

the State pays the legislators:'.justifiably can command 

full-time service. it will be that much easier for the 

legislature to adopt a conflicts bill which is perhaps m~e 

meaningful than the one that we have adopted. 

There has been indicated support for this concept of 

full-time legislators by the Speaker of the California 

Assembly, Mr. Jesse Unruh. 

I have here a letter which I gather was sent to you 

by Mr. Hertzberg of Eagleton indicating opposition to 

unicameral but support, I believe, for the general 

proposition that there should be a dramatic and substantial 

raise in·salary in-order to encourage men· to devote 

sufficient time. And there has been also some press support 

for the proposition of a full-time unicameral. I think the 

Asbury Park Press, the Newark Star Ledger, and the Trenton 

Times have taken a position in its favor. 

If I might, Mr. Chairman, I have gone for a very 

long time, - I have things I want to say about the unicameral 

but I would prefer, if it suits your convenience, that you 

call other witnesses and if there is something that I would 
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like to say later about the unicameral, if you would permit 

me to, I would appreciate that. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: Yes, Assemblyman Wilentz. Thank 

you very much. 

The Chair has only one observation to make. You 

appear to be the antithesis of your averments. You were 

well prepared today, you appear to be well prepared when 

you speak for or against a bill on the floor and yet you 

are a very busy person. You are not an example of what you're 

averring. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILENTZ: I think I am a good example of 

it, Mr. Chairman, not that I think that it is really 

important whether I am or am not because the exceptions 

never prove the rule. 

I am fortunate in that I was elected at a time when 

I was a member of a very large law firm. Now that law 

firm was willing to carry me, in effect, even though I 

devoted practically all of my time to legislative 

activities. So, in a sense, I think I prove the proposi

tion. It was because of my luck, the luck of my own 

financial situation, that I was able to give it the time 

that I did. And there are many, many other legislators 

who could do a much, much better job than they do now if 

only the State would provide them with the means to give 

it the time instead of trusting to luck that someone is 

going to get elected who, by some coincidence, can give 

this job the time that it needs. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: Well, the State benefits from 
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your law firm. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILENTZ: In that sense, you're 

absolutely correct. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: 

circumstances? 

Doesn't. it benefit from other 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILENTZ: Some people have said that 

our law firm benefits from the State. 

N E D 

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: Okeh, thank you, Assemblyman. 

Senator Parsekian. 

J. P A R S E K I A N: Thank you very much for 

the courtesy of calling me at this time. 

I received a letter from Mr. Wilentz on June 6th 

inviting me to testify at these hearings and I was very 

happy to accept as someone who has worked at the scene in 

Trenton for some years in the Executive Branch and in the 

Senate for one term, and I had the opportunity, Mr. Chairman, 

of seeing the legislative process at work from those two 

vantage points. 

I came to testify in favor of the unicameral con

cept and with a smaller legislature than we have today. 

I don't believe that the states have the same basic 

reason to adopt a bicameral as does the Federal system, 

after which it was patterned. Obviously, the Federal 

system was devised in order to balance the power of the 

states in one of the Houses with their two senators in 

equal voice at the national level and we don't have that 

problem here, so that that basic need is obviated. But 

there are several disadvantages to the system as it exists 
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and Mr. Wilentz was very astute in outlining them. 

I must back up what he said about the need for 

more attention to work in the Legislature, in spite of 

the desire of those, my colleagues when I was there, who 

wanted very much to be aware of all of the intricacies 

of important legislation but they simply did not have 

neither the time to devote to the bills that was required 

of the bills nor the staff allotted to them by the State 

of New Jersey to properly analyze the material presented, 

and very often votes were cast by members of the Legislature 

who had not even had the opportunity to read, let alone 

study, the bills that they had to make a decision on and 

it was almost an intuitive reaction rather than a con

sidered one which they themselves felt was unfair to the 

propositions presented. 

There is a need today, of course, for more, not 

less, legislative initiative at a time when government 

is expanding in scope and with its intrusion on all 

sectors of our private lives, we would need more attention 

to the legislative duties to insure that the great number 

of important pieces of legislation that come through the 

body are properly considered. 

Just driving down the shoreline here to the State 

House and I observed, this morning, the tremendous 

number of office buildings that have been built in the 

last ten years to service a growing government. Who is 

to properly evaluate what 8 s being done in state government 

and what is the legislator's role in that operation? I 
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think the salaries paid and the time allotted for a 

study of legislative problems is vastly less than should 

be allotted. 

I don't believe you can expect citizens to, for a 

token payment per year, devote the amount of· time that 

ought to be devoted to the problems presented. It's 

unfair to them and unfair to the State. 

If we want to spend that same amount of money as 

we spend today, it can be better spent on a smaller body 

and with one House and the money saved in salaries to 

many could be devoted to adequate salaries for a few 

with a research staff Which is desperately needed. 

Too often, I found as a Senator that the Legislative 

Branch was almost completely dependent on the Executive 

Branch for initiative and for analysis of measures that 

ought to have been analyzed or initiated by the Legislature 

itself. Perhpas they were fortunate in having that 

assistance, they needed it, but it destroys the concept 

of a balance of departments, one against the other, and 

a fresh vantage point from which to analyze bills. 

At the hearings, as has been said by Mr. Wilentz 

earlier, there is usually poor attendance, not, I don't 

believe, because of a lack of concern, just a lack of 

opportunity on the part of the Legislators, individually, 

to devote additional days per week to the hearings. I can 

recall convening hearings onja bill on witness' immunity 

in 1967 and 1967 and no Assemblymen or Senators having an 

opportunity to come in and discuss what was a very important 
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measure to the State and in which they were interestedo 

I don't think their lack of attendance was anything 

except the lack of opportunity for them, unfair to them 

not to have had that chanceo They didn 1 t have the chance 

to have a research staff study the measures and present 

them with the technical problems involved. The 

Legislature had to go to the Executive to get additional 

information or to answer questions which they had on that 

important measure and if it weren't forthcoming then the 

measure just waits to another year perhaps, which was the 

case then o 

Then, too, the lack of continuity is a great 

disadvantage to those expected to properly legislateo 

The return, at best, every Monday and at times with 

gaps of several weeks, means that materials in which they 

were interested in studying in one session are forgotten 

upon their return and with little assistance from research 

staffs in betweeno The staff allotted happens to be an 

excellent one of devoted and hard-working individuals but 

they are woefully lacking in assistants and in technical 

library facilities that they ought to have. 

I know that in the State of New York Senator Ed 

Spino has, for years, been attempting to build a greater 

initiative in his legislature and in legislatures throughout 

the country, recognizing, as he does, the fact that 

legislators depend upon the executive branch for their 

information and for their programs& But his concern is 

interesting in that New York has incomparably more 
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facilities for their legislators than we do in New Jersey. 

And when students of legislators and legislatures from other 

states view the scene here they are met with a surprise 

that New Jersey gives so little assistance to its legis

lators in staff, committee hearing rooms, technical 

libraries, and the many things they need to do their job 

properly. So that, on a comparative scale, we are ~ar 

short of what is provided in any ot1:1er industrial state 

in the nation. 

So for these and many other reasons that have been 

presented and that will be presented, I would like, as 

a former Legislator and a former member of the Executive 

Department, to express my opinion that the unicameral 

legislature should be considered for adoption in New 

Jersey; that the salaries for legislators should be 

sharply increased; that the sessions should have continuity 

in time; that the Legislators should have the benefit of 

a greater number in staff and technical advice; that its 

library facili·ties on technical subjects should be 

increased, subjects ·tLat arc of interest to today • s 

Hew Jer~;ey, such as planning and crime, and so on, the 

cu:r-rent issues. They don•t have the opportunity of 

having that informatior.. And I do think that it is unfair 

to the Legislators themselves and to the State, that it•s 

a false economy to underpay public officials and to under

staff facilities given to them. 

Thank you very much for the opportunity to testify. 

ASS~IBLYMAN SMITH: Thank you very much, Senator. 
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Mrs. Robert Murraya 

MRS. R 0 B E R T B c M U R R A Y: Good morning, 

Mr. Chairmanc I am Mrs. Robert Bentley Murray a director 

of the League of Women Voters of New Jersey, and with me 

is Mrs. Howard Lavineo The League has 92 local Leagues and 

just over 10,000 members in New Jersey. 

We are most happy to be able to testify at this 

hearing concerned with efforts to improve the legislative 

process. We are aware, as we are sure you are, that 

state legislatures nationwide are attempting to become 

more effective organs of government. While the 11 0ne man -

one vote,. decision has affected the manner in which we 

select our lawmakers, internally, the legislatures remain 

basically unchanged. The mechanical inability of state 

legislatures to keep up with the rapidly increasing demands 

of the twentieth century, coupled with problems which 

are not only enormous but incredibly complex, dictates 

that swift measures be taken. 

Prior to the 1966 Constitutional Convention, League 

members expressed a preference for a bicameral legislatureo 

In the past two years we have been involved in an extensive 

study of New Jersey 8 s legislative procedures and we feel 

strongly there are major improvements not requiring 

constitutional amendments, which could be instituted in 

the present system to enable the legislature to play 

a more vital role in the state governmenta 
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It is the opinion of the League that the Legislature is now inadequately 

staffed, equipped and housed and that it does not meet frequently enough during 

the legislative year to permit thorough consideration of bills, nor to engage 

in long-range program and policy planning. A part-time Legislature must have 

able assistance if it is to deal realistically and forcefully with the manifold 

problems of this urban state. 

The League believes that the Legislature has an obligation to provide more 

information about its activities to the public. Other areas of major conce~ 

are ethical standards, the control of lobbying, and the improvement of the 

committee system. 

It is obvious that on paper, New Jersey has nn ideal committee system - the 

committees are few in number, they are the same in both houses, they are of 

manageable size, etc. However, it is apparent that the effectiveness of 

these committees has been curtailed by the decision·making in the party caucus. 

A change which would allow passage of a bill to the floor by a significant 

representation, yet not necessarily a majority, of the legislators, would 

be a marked improvement, and certainly improve the flow of legislation. 

Specifically, we recommend the committee system be strengthened by: 

1. staffing the standing committees with professional research personnel 

2. providing space, facilities and time for regular committee meetings 

3. relying on the standing committees rather than the majority party caucus 

to make decisions on bringing bills out of committee 

We recognize the efforts toward increased effectiveness being made by some of 

the committees, such as the Appropriations Committee, and the committee on 

Agriculture, Conservation, and Natural Resources, and we also heartily endorse 

the practice of joint committee studies which have been conducted during interi 

periods and hope these efforts will continue and increase. 
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To even the most casual, naive, observer of the Legislature, one obvious area 

fnr improvement is the urgent need for more space for legislators' offices, for 

committee rooms and for the Legislative Services Agency. The chaotic state of 

the chambers and halls of the State House make the passage of any legislation at 

all seem a victory over incredible odds. This victory, however, does have its 

price. 

It manifests itself in legislation which has not been throughly researched, 

except, perhaps through the efforts of a lobbyist who may happen to be the 

only source of material available to an under-staffed legislator, and often 

at the time of vote, in the adoption of one form of legislation without con

sideration of others, etc. All this tends to weaken the legislative branch 

and leads to its domination by the executive branch. The Legislature has the 

means by which it can reinstate itself as a strong branch. It must simply 

gather the determination. The passage of the new building plans is an 

excellent beginning. Effort now must be made to gather momentum and prod its 

progress. It can not come too soon. 

It is hoped that in conjunction with efforts to improve facilities efforts 

would be made to increase the meetings of the Legislature to permit thorough 

consideration of bills by committees and to allow time for floor debate. Pay 

for legislators should be increased to compensate for greater loss of time from 

their regular professions. Please note, the League supports increased salaries 

commensurate with increased time and effort on the job. 

We have focused our attention on three areas in which we feel changes could 

increase the effectiveness of our Legislature; a strengthening of the committee 

system, an improvement of facilities, and an increase in salary commensurate 

with an increase in responsibility. 
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Members of the League of Women Voters of New Jersey 

believe that the New Jersey Legislature should be equipped, 

staffed and organized to enable it to conduct its business 

in an open, effective and efficient manner. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: Thank you, Mrs. Murray. 

Do you want·to read a statement from Assemblyman 

Schluter into the record? 

T H E R E S A G 0 E K E: Mr. Chairman, this is a prepared 

statement by Assemblyman William Schluter, District 6A, 

Mercer County. 

We have before us a bill, A-163, which proposes 

several changes in the structure of the Assembly and the 

Senate. The net effect of these changes would be. to 

establish a full-time legislature. It is this concept -

that of full-time service - to which I will address my 

remarks, rather than to the intricate details of the 

changes proposed by the bill. 

Is it of vital importance at this point in time to 

have a full-time Legislature? In my opinion, the answer is 

11yes 11 • Two basic reasons lead to this conclusion: first, 

the Legislature is not the co-equal of the executive branch 

in our delicate balance of governmental power here in New 

Jersey, And second, legislators do not effectively perform 

their policy-making function if they are only super

ficially involved in the affairs of state government. 
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\ale are in a period of rapid change, with th·~ state assur:Jing tr .. lny 

additional responsi'oilities. Certainly, the fact that New Jersey has 

al•.Nays had part-tLme servants in the Legislature does not justify the 

continuance of this practice. In fact, Nm.r Jersey ran~-cs near the top 

of all states in respect to various progressive reforms in the Legislative 

process. 

But I believe that \ore cnn impro11e upon our px·esont system. H'e 

have 7 million residents in our state. This figure represents consid

erable gro:;th in recent years, uhereas all of our sister states in the 

No~the~tst are increasing in population at a lesser rate. The scope of 

state expenditures is $1.35 billion per yE:ar. Yet, Hhen one considers 

that state lm·rs regulate rt::Ne:mes at the municipal, school district, and 

county levels, we have a direct influence over more than $3 billions in 

total spending. 

1·w arguments in favor of full-time legislative service do not accept 

the notion that such a change Hill impro're the caliber of our state 

representatives. Some of the more talented legislators who now serve 

on a part-time basis would probably decline to serve under the nm<T 

system. On the other hand, we might expect that full-time positions 

with attractive salary considerations would attract an equal number of 

talented persons. So the ret result would be the sam~. Where the 

state ~ benefit from full-time legislators is in the effort, serious

ness, and time which these legislators would devote to their responsibilities. 

What are some of the shortcomings of the present s,rstem? 

The Legislature does not have the specialized expertise to 

contest or challenge the positions advanced by the Executive Division of 
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our state. Consequently, the Legislature does not fulfill its intended 

policy-making role in the balance of state governTlental po~er. 

Certain interests, including so~e lobbyists, take advantage of the 

present system to advance their causes. An example of this condition 

occurs in the hectic confusion of final, late-night sessions. 

-- The committee system is not given <l.flcqnate opport•mit~ to function. 

It is necessary to have sufficient tinte for he:l.d.nr,s and delibor<ttion:o; 

for our co1~t:1i ttc.~s to properly discharge their dLtties. And this tin:~ 

is just not available with a part-time Legislnturc. 

An increase in availnble space and the [lddition of staff t--rill 

not correct the basic problem. Vle vrill still need more ti.m'3 and effort 

spent by our lau-m:tkcrs to utilize the space and to evaluate the findings 

of an enlarged staff. 

-- The public-at-large is not getting a full and accurate picture 

of state problems -- more tin:a for legislators to co!nrmmicate wit.h 

their constituents would improve this situntion. 

In short, we just do not have enough time to do all that has to be 

done. l-ty calculations indicate that the Assembly will meet in session 

for only 24 days during 1969, hardly a strenuous schedule. 

The advantages of full-time legislative service are being recognized 

by many leaders of government. The Honorable Jesse Unruh, nrinorlty leader 

and former speaker of the California Assembly, has this to say on the 

subject: 

Many legislators have come to regard their lack of professionalism 
as a positive virtue. The concept of the part-time citizen
legislator is attractive to some practitioners of the art. It 
implies both an identification lfl. th the people and a selfless 
dedication to good government. But ~re ought to have the humility 
to see that the idea is also ting6d ~~th aristocratic arrogance. 
The machinerJ of modern government is too intricate to be run 
by dilettantes ••• 
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It is natural, then, that we begin to regard the legislature as 
a kind of exclusive club with unwritten rules and customs which 
all members respect, ••• The problem arises when this fraternal 
attitude becomes all-pervasive, and membership in the club 
becrnnes more important than membership in the legislature ••• 

All of us co!lll1Ii.tted to legislative reform start with a basic 
assumption. To meet today•s problems, a legislature must have 
the tools ·to understand those problems,or at least have the 
same quality of implements which the other branches or levels 
of government which are chareed with responsibility for 
settlements of those problems have available to them •• o 

Closer to home, we have an editorial comment from the Trenton Sunday 

Times Advertiser of June 22: 

t.Jhy should the office of governor of a st.a te corJI:Jand respect; the 
supretne court of a state connnand respect; but the legislature of 
a state be, too often, the butt of scornful jokes? 

This is unfortunately the case in New Jersey. The New Jersey 
Leeislature's low estate -- as third among "equals" -- is largely 
a product of its structure and operation. 

It is made up of part-timers. They have inadequate starr help 
and few of them ever really master their job. There are too many 
of them and they are allocated between two houses, which interact 
on legislation in a way that is often times subtle and complex. 
As a result it is very hard for the public to ever have a clear 
mental picture of just "who" the Legislature is, or what it is 
doing ••• 

On the other hand, full-time legislative service ~~11 bring many 

benefits to our state. !1ost important, the Legislature will be the co

equal of the executive branch, and will be able to exercise its true 

responsibility in the formulation of state policy. 

Important state business which is conducted in the fall of the year 

will have legislative involvement under a full-time system. Examples of 

two areas where such a policy will help are in construction considerations 

and pre-budget review. As a member of the Appropriations Committee, I 

can visualize immediate benefits if the Legislature concerns itself directly 

with departmental budget hearings when much of the fiscal policy is 
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developed. Under present coudi tivns, the Appr0priations Con.-;-J.ttee has 

a very difficult time r..atchine wits rlith the B~•reau of the EJclget exp0rts 

~rho specialize in this field for the entire year •. , 

As n:{-:ntionnl before, a sh•on~;cr COHJ;:itt:e0 ::-.y~;tc-n. t·:ui.tld evolve 

from a full-til:m Leeislntm·e. PerbaptJ ve conlcl even exr·::et t1:m·e colJt1.n

uit.y in lo::,dorship positions an(:! con•.ndttco cl':[(11'1'··~uj~;hlp::.. Under t!l":::.e 

cor~ditions, lcgislntors would clovc1op c·xywrtl~;~; i.n sp:~ciaB~uJ fields 

sin;ilar to the uay it is done in the Unitf:d St:1t0s Cong!.'OS8. 

It is obvious from r::;y re:~,~rks that I suppm~t. the sp(:;c:lfics of 

As~embly Bill 163, as these spccif:ics '1-To:.tld hiplcr:,,~nt. a full-Hn-:e 

Legislature. Increased salaries, fu·;·er nurub(!r::; of lcc;islator·s, and 

unicar::oralism are all provisions '\-Torthy of consideration urjder this 

gcnerD.l proposition. Ec:ually important, hoH€-ver, arc the principles of 

individu[-t1 tnf:tlber districts, four-year terms, anj stagger£d elections 

where one-half of the Legislature is elected cvory second year. 

In summary, I believe that the public expects a b~lanced governr;:ertt 

in New Jersey with the Legislature as a. co-equal of the Executive and 

Judicial branches. The operation of our state is "big business" and 

demands that the policy-~~kers are on the job on a year-round basis. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: Thank you very much. 

MISS GOEKE: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: Assemblyman Wilentz, I better say some

thing in defense of the one-man practitioner. Since these 

Legislators are saying how little we work, I've been up here 

3 or 4 days a week since January and it's just starting to 

taper off now; in fact, we're just getting time for some 

public hearings. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: I will call Mr. Harold J. 

Ruvoldt, Jr. 

HAROLD J. R U V 0 L D T: I want to thank 

the Chairman for allowing me to come here today. At the out-

set I would like to say that I come primarily as an attorney 

who practices in the courts of this State and who has the more 

or less unfortunate task of dealing with some of the laws which 

the Legislature passes. 

I would like to begin in a sense of history: In a letter 

to John Adams, dated February 28, 1796, Thomas Jefferson wrote 

"This I hope will be the age of experiments in government ••• " 
" 

It is worth reflecting on the words of Jefferson, written some 

one hundred and seventy-three years ago, about the efforts of 

the Federal Constitutional Convention. His words should be an 

inspiration to us here today in the important task that we take 

up. 

Let us fulfil Jefferson's hopes of an age of experiment 

in Government ••• Let us experiment. 

At the present time the New Jersey Legislature meets for 

a total of thirty to forty sessions a year to take up the business 

of governing this State. The work involves some 2,000 bills. It 

is not difficult to imagine the limited attention that must be 

given each bill. If each legislative session consisted of 10 

hours over the maximum of 40 sessions per year, if all of the 

time were devoted to actual debate, the average time allowed 

each bill would be 12 minutes. That is, of course, without 

allowing time for the noting of roll calls and other time-

consuming procedures. 
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One such procedure is committee work, so necessary 

to effective government. Our Committee system is a most 

important function of the legislature. It affords interested 

parties an opportunity to air their views before members of the 

Legislature and it affords the legislature the assurance that 

those among their number most acquainted with the subject matter 

have had the opportunity to review the bill exhaustively. The 

committee system is to a great extent a shadow of what it should 

be in New Jersey. You know better than I how many of your 

brethern take an active part in making it work. The committee 

system serves as a means of bringing Unknown facts and opinions 

to the attention of the Legislature as a whole so that the right 

judgments may be formed which will inure to the benefit of all 

of the people of this State. Hopefully you and I are now engaged 

in that right here and now. 

If our legislature is to be an effective and deliberate 

body, if we are to escape from the need for delaying action on 

major programs due to lack of time, it can only be with an 

effective committee system which has sufficient time to knowingly 

and advisedly report to the Legislature. 

The business personal property tax, the unincorporated 

business tax act, and the other bills passed as part of the so

called "replacement package" for Title 51, were all passed 

without debate, without ar·gument, without public hearings. 

I personally will never forget the spectacle of public hearings 

being held on the repeal of part of that package when no hearings 

had been held at the time of its passage. These bil~ came 

directly from the Governor to the Legislature and were passed. 
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You speak of a unicameral legislature. If time is 

not to be afforded for debate and consideration, then you 

vest power in a Governor unchecked by legislative control. 

The unicameral-bicameral dichotomy are of import but there 

should be no doubt that regardless of which system we establish, 

let us devote the full energies of our legislators to solving 

the great problems of this State. 

This country fought a bloody revolution to free itself 

from taxation without representation. Has this State now replaced 

it with legislation without consideration? The time has passed 

when we should consider a full-time legislature, The time has 

come to act, and that action must come in the context of 1969. 

Gentlemen, the taxpayers of this State are up in arms. 

They are beginning to wonder just what you are doing with their 

money. How can you hope to answ~them when major legislation, 

the merits of which I will not discuss at this time, is cast 

aside due to a lack of time, a need for more considerationcand 

more time, when you their leaders spend part time in your task 

of legislating? How can you hope to answer them when packaged 

bills are passed without debate? 

We all know that a growing society brings a multitude of 

problems, and the taxpayers of this State are entitled to a full

time attempt to solve those problems. Do not short-change them. 

Let us reflect for one moment: 2,000 bills, 2 days a week, 12 

minutes per bill_- all that to legislate the health, the education, 

the welfare of the people of this State in an age where their 

problems are monumental. 

Perhaps in Jefferson's day a part-time legislature was 

sufficient but then urban aid and crime control bills were not 

of great import. Budgets and taxes were de minimus by comparison. 



Like Jefferson noted, we too live in an age of experiment, 

an age of challenge. 

in government. 

Let us progress in our experiment 

That concludes my prepared statement, Mr. Chairman, 

but I would like to add one comment: I do feel that it was 

very impressive this morning that the other speakers emphasized 

the importance and the progress that can be gained from a full

time legislature. I noted that very few of them in fa ct. most 

of them - refrained from discussing a unicameral legislature. 

I feel that the bill before the Committee is unfortunate 

because it is contingent upon the passage of unicameral legis

lation. I should hope that serious consideration be given by 

the Committee, as well as by Mr. Wilentz, the sponsor of the 

bill, to amending legislation which would enable even the 

present bi-cameral legislature to be a full-time proceeding. 

I want to thank you for the opportunity of appearing. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: Thank you, Mr. Ruvoldt. 

I will call Mr. Jose A. Jiminez. 

J 0 S E A. J I M I N E Z: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

I am here to testify on behalf of the Guayanilla Social 

Civic Club, the Fatima Civic Club, and the Perth Amboy Council 

of Spanish Organizations. I would like to express a feeling 

toward the bill sponsored by Assemblyman Robert Wilentz. 

It has become evident that the wishes and desires of 

the Spanish speaking citizens of our State have not been 

clearly expressed to our legislature and to our State Govern

ment. Lines of communication have not been established in 

many of our county districts. 
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can no longer render the proper service to those that he 

represents under the present part-time form of legislation. 

However, I would be remiss if I neglected to say that there 

are many of you legislators who go out of your way and spend 

many hours late at night trying to help solve local problems. 

I personally have met with my leader on many occasions from 

night until morning. But how often can a part-time legislator 

continue to do that when he is only part-time. 

We have passed the point of intimi d .~tion, but we also 

encountered a new factor that precludes us from soliciting the 

services of our legislators because of the fear of receiving a 

negative response. However, not because the want and desire 

of our legislators are not present. It is because other 

responsibilities afford them only a limited amount of time. 

Our experience tells us that the problems encountered 

by minority groups, and I might say by the majority in our State, 

can no longer be resolved with part-time legislation. It is 

only by the passage of this bill before this assembly here 

today that we as a whole will be able to clearly express our 

wishes and desires to our legislature and our State government. 

Sporadic attempts to perceive and understand the aspira

tions of one segment of the minority group - and I underline 

"Spanish speaking,"- in our State have in the past and will 

presently prove unsatisfactory if the present form of the 

Legislature continues. 

We believe that with full time legislators only then 

this Assembly can begin to cope with the problems and be able to 
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devote the time required in searching for possible solutions. 

We, therefore, respectfully urge this Assembly to 

carefully consider this bill for a unicameral legislature, 

and future legislation aimed toward the solution of problems 

encountered by minority groups in our State. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: Thank you, Mr. Jiminez. 

Is Mr. Paul Fenton here yet? [No response] 

Is there anyone else who has a statement for the 

record or would like to testify? 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILENTZ: If you would like me to 

speak on the unicameral legislature at this point, I will do 

that now. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: Excuse me, Mr. Wilentz. I would 

like to note for the record that we have a statement from 

Senator William V. Musto of Hudson County. It is a prepared 

statement and it will be made part of the record, as Senator 

Musto cannot be here. But his statement will be entered in 

the record. [ See page 61] 

Assemblyman Wilentz? 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILENTZ: Perhaps one of the witnesses 

may not have heard that part of my testimony but I indicated 

that I would speak to the question of unicameralism but I 

thought it might be better to allow some of the other witnesses 

to go on since I had been on for so long and I didn•t want to 

delay them. 

I would like to make it perfectly clear immediately 

that I agreed with that witness, that to rne it is much more 
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important to establish the principle of full-time service 

than it is to establish whether a unicameral or a bicameral 

is a better institution. I believe that a unicameral is 

better. I support a full-time unicameral but if had to choose 

between the two as to which would be more important to serve 

the State of New Jersey, I would say full-time service by the 

Legislature, whether it be unicameral or bicameral. 

The reason I incorporated the unicameral condition in 

that bill is because that's what I want, that's what I think 

would be best for our State. 

I want to acknowledge the preeminence of Senator Musto 

in this field. He has carried this fight by and large by himself. 

He was there long before anyone else started to talk about uni

cameralism even though obviously it has been the subject of 

discussion throughout the country for many, many years. As 

far as New Jersey is concerned, he is the one who has tried 

over many years to get us to see the light, at least as I see 

it. 

As you know, Mr. Chairman, Nebraska is the only State 

that has a unicameral and I'm not going to make any long 

analysis about Nebraska because if there is anything that's 

slippery, it's comparing political institutions of different 

jurisdictions. 

But at least to allay the fears of those who think 

that the roof will fall in if unicameralism is adopted, I 

want to read just two short paragraphs from the University 

of Florida Law Review which quotes an evaluation by not some 
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way-out organization but by the National Municipal League. 

This is a quote from the National Municipal League. The 

article is in 1964 and the quote is from the National Municipal 

League Report of 1963 after quite a few years of the Nebraska 

unicameral experience: "Most of the claimed virtues of 

unicameralism have been realized in the Nebraska experience 

during the past 25 years. Nebraska's single house with 43 

members has permitted more easily the pinpointing of legis

lative responsibility than in some of the sprawling two-house 

legislatures. Fewer bills have been introduced and a higher 

percentage of them passed. The prestige of membership has 

risen and in the view of many observers the quality of 

candidates. On the other hand, in spite of the more extensive 

experience with the bicameral system, there are no data to 

support the claim that two houses result in better policies 

and more carefully written laws. There are no data to support 

the claim that the second house is a constructive check against 

hasty action." 

Nebraska, of course, is not the only jurisdiction. 

Britain has in effect a unicameral system, although there's 

an obvious difference in that it's a parliamentary form of 

government. Most of the provinces of Canada have what amounts 

to a unicameral, although they too have the parliamentary form 

of government. 

Every city government that I know of which has in 

effect a legislative body, and some of them passing on matters 

of enormous importance affecting millions of citizens, do not 

see it essential for good legislative work to have a bicameral 
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I think, to me, the best approach in discussing the 

question of unicameralism is to recognize immediately that 

every argument now advanced in favor of bicameralism, whether 

sound or not, is necessarily a rationalization. It's a 

rationalism after the fact, because what the arguments say is 

that we need to preserve bicameralism for good government 

when the fact is that bicameralism was never established for 

the purpose of giving good government. Bicameralism was 

established to balance interest; bicameralism was established 

by and large to balance the house which would directly repre

sent the people against some other interest, be it the Lords, 

be it the royal interests, or be it the property owners. And 

that's the origin of bicameralism, and every argument to justify 

it today must be a rationalization attempting to find some other 

reason that had nothing to do with its initial establishment. 

Obviously the background of this whole discussion is 

the one-man one-vote rule where there are now no separate 

interests represented by the Senate than by the Assembly. There 

is no significantly different constitutency represented by the 

Senate that is not represented by the Assembly. 

The advantages of unicameralisin are in Senator Musto's 

statement just submitted and an enormous amount of literature 

points them out, as does other literature point out the claimed. 

disadvantages. The visability of legislators, thereby increasing 

the stature of legislators, thereby increasing the attractive

ness of the position, thereby increasing the attention and con

scientiousness that might characterize legislators in the future, 

the responsibility of the unicameral, the knowledge that when 
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you pass that law it's law, unless the Governor vetoes it. 

There is no other house to pass the buck to. And there is 

the public's ability to see the legislature. There are two 

sides to the visability coin - one is the visability that 

makes the legislator, I believe, perform bettere The other 

side of the coin is that the public will know what's going 

on, the public will know when a hearing is going to be held; 

it will know where a bill is, and will know who did or didn't 

responsibly act concerning that bill. 

The theories about the difference between unicameralism 

and bicameralism are interesting but it seems to me we have to 

focus our attention on what we know or what we think we know 

and see right here in New Jersey. 

The main argument for the bicameral system is the checks 

within the legislative structure. I submit to you that while 

there are exceptions, by and large the Assembly does not act 

as a check on the Senate nor the Senate act as a check on the 

Assembly. Most of the bills that go through are the result, 

when both houses are controlled by the same party, of a leader

ship decision. There is no real check. There are exceptions 

to that. We have seen them this year. And sometimes when you 

see the exception, it is not too clear that the check is a 

good thing. It's not too clear that what we need in State 

government is more obstruction to the passage of legislation. 

It's not clear to me that the need isn't greater for more 

efficiency and less devices that will see to it that particular 

bills do not get passed. Some people are concerned about 

lobbyists' ability to be effective if they only have to 
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operate on one houseo Well, that depends upon your 

assumption about what the lobbyist is about. He may be 

there to stop legislation, not just to get legislation 

passed. And I would assume he is more effective in stopping 

legislation if there is a bicameral. 

Looking at New Jersey we have an awful lot of soft-shoe 

routine. We have had under both parties the business of 

passing the bill in one house and not passing it in the 

other, and the poor constituent wondering what~s going to 

happen to his bill and being assured that the bill is going 

to become law, that everyone is fighting to get it passed 

when it•s rather well known by those who know what•s going 

on that the bicameral system is being used simply to appease 

a particular group in the most irresponsible way by passage of 

legislation in one house with knowledge that it•s not going 

to pass in the othero 

On the question of checks and balances, the Executive 

is a check on the legislatureo We have a check in our 

system of government. I don 8 t know why the legislature 

should be regarded as so irresponsible that it alone, of all 

our institutions of government, has to have its own built-in 

check. 

It seems as if the argument that says for safety in 

government you have to have a bicameral, that the legis-

lature has to be the two-headed monster, would be equally 

applicable to the Executiveo Why don°t we have two Governors? 

The Governor can make a mistake. Why don 1 t we have two Supreme 

Courts? 
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SENATOR SMITH: Maybe that's not a bad idea. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILENTZ: Well some people think there 

ought to be none, Mr. Chairman. 

Why don't we have three houses in the legislature? 

It just doesn't make sense_ and it give.s away the basic fact 

which I pointed out; it's all rationalization. It has nothing 

to do with why the bicameral was formed in the first place. 

And we recognize that in New Jersey. 

The great improvements, the great changes.in procedure 

in our legislature - of those, one that many people are most 

proud of, and I think in this legislature they are proud of 

it - and I agree with them - is the holding on many occasions 

of joint committee hearings, because they say, "My goodness, 

there is only going to be one committee hearing, if any," or 

if there are going to be two, the second one is going to be 

a waste of time. That's accepted- reflex action. That 

proposition is accepted. So we try to have joint committee 

hearings, because, so far as all of us are concerned, what do 

you need two hearings for? and what do you need two houses 

for? if the hearings mean anything. 

One of the dangers of the bicameral is that these checks 

become terribly effective when one house is controlled by one 

party and the other house by the other party. That condition 

is not possible under a unicameral. 

My belief is that we don't need 120 men to perform the 

legislative business of the State of New Jersey. I am not 

married to the figure of 45 that is in this bill. I recognize 

there are many legitimate arguments why the number should be 

larger. I can see where a high degree of specialization in 
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committee work might necessitate serving on fewer 

committees and, therefore, perhaps needing more men to 

staff those committees that you have. I think that's a 

valid pointt at least I think it's a reasonable point. I 

still don't agree with it and I still think it ought to be 

45. But I am not that convinced and I don't think that is 

that important until we make up our minds as to the direction 

we are going to take. 

One of the very important things about the unicameral 

is a practical consideration. This legislature and past 

legislatures, Democrat and Republican, will not spend the 

money to take care of their needs. We wouldn't spent 

$200,000 this year to increase staff, and I think that the 

same kind of bills were in when the Democrats were in control. 

and we wouldn • t spend the kind of money to increase s-taff. 

We \iOn't spend the kind of money needed when we have 120 men 

even though I think we should to give us the kind of salaries 

that will allow us to serve full time. 

So there's a point about the unicameral that's very 

practic13,1. I don't think we are going to get the staff that 

·we need. I don't think we are going to get the salaries 

that we need until we cut down significantly on the size of 

the legislature. I think the easiest way to do that is through 

a unicameral. 

I don't believe that this hearing today and this dis-

cussion is as theoretical as some might suppose, theoretical 

in the sense that there are so many who feel that we had 

our chance for a unicameral and we lost it. My understanding 
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is that the Supreme Court of New Jersey is going to hear 

further argument on the question of whether or not the 

New Jersey State Senate is properly apportioned, and I express 

no legal opinion because I have not fully reviewed the matter, 

but it's my belief that there is a very substantial possibility, 

and I think it goes way beyond that - probability - that the 

Senate will be held to be unconstitutionally apportioned. 

It is my further understanding that that could lead 

to the possibility of a further convention or to some con-

sideration of the entire structure of the legislatureo 

So I think it's most fortunate that you, Mro Chairman, 

have been good enough to allow this hearing to be held, 

because I think it gives the public a chance to concentrate 

not just on an interesting subject but on something that we 

may be able to do something about very, very soon. 

I would like to give you my quick picture of a full-

time unicameral with staff. When it gets bills it would 

refer them to a committee that would work. The committee 

would have staff; the committee would study the bill; the 

staff would study the bill; it would submit reports to the 

committee. Based on those reports which the committee 

members would study, the committee would hold hearings at 

the time when the committee members were quite knowledgeable 

on the subject matter. People would testify and be questioned 

about the subject matter and the committee members by and 

large would attend. When the bill was reported out of committee 

the members of the unicameral would get a report, they would 

get a report that went in depth in analyzing the bill. They 
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would know what they are voting about. They would not 

have to be experts and, indeed, couldn't be experts. No 

one could be on all matters before the legislature. But 

they would have some basis in those areas where they are 

not experts for reaching their own judgment. Bills would 

be voted on in some kind of rational method, not 200 in one 

day even though there would undoubtedly be this last-minute 

rush that apparently exists in every form of a legislature. 

Members would have a chance to study; they would have a chance 

to pursue those things that interest them; they would have 

a chance to become expert in the field of their endeavor and 

when the public wanted to know what was going on in the legis

lature, they could come to the legislature and have a much 

better chance of finding out where a bill is, why it's not 

moving; who is holding it up and what its status is. And 

the legislat'Ure, besides reviewing the Executive's initiative 

and the Executive's proposals - and I don't think we are 

going to change that; I think the Executive initiative will 

continue - but the legislature would also propose, it would 

also formulate policy, and the kinds of talent in the legis

lature would have a chance to innovate and, as California's 

experience has shown, legislatures can come up with excellent 

programs and programs that the Executive might not want to 

come up with, because sometimes Executives are tied a little 

bit more to their administration than we might like. So 

there are many, many advantages if we only had the courage 

to take this step. The trouble with it is that the people 

just don't believe that we can improve the legislature. 
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They think there has been too much change already -

reapportionment, one-man one-vote, and. the idea of 

making the legislature in New Jersey an effective instrument 

of government just lacks credibility because of our prior 

performance. But I think we do have the chance, I hope we 

have it soon, and I hope we take it. Thank you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: Thank you, Assemblyman Wilentz. 

Assemblyman, I have a few questions, not by way of 

argument or by way of rebutal but sincere questions that 

bother me with your bill. Number l, we both know that there 

are bad bills that pass one .. house and are picked up in the 

other house and particularly if the legislature is in the 

poor condition as you have painted it earlier. Wouldn't this 

be multiplying the error? 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILENTZ: No, Mr. Chairman, not in my 

opinion, because the reason there are .bad bills that pass 

one house·and are picked up by the other- the thing that 

has to be examined first is why did those bad bills pass 

the first house? Obviously I am not going to sit here and 

say that I can demonstrate to you that under no circumstances 

do any bad bills pass a unicameral. But I would rather keep to 

the generality of our experience rather than the exception. 

I think the generality of our experience with our present 

system is not because it's bicameral necessarily - :E think 

that's an aspect of it. But since we don't have the time to 

do our jobs, many bad bills can get past us, and there are also 

the kinds of bills that I mentioned before which I don't think 

any legislator would deny exist. They are those bills that 

pass the House with pretty competent knowledge that it is not 
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going to pass in the next House, and that's when the bi

cameral system is not only not helping legislation but 

it is being used irresponsibly. The real answer that I 

have ·to your question is that the real problem is that 

the reason the bill passed the house in the first place is 

because we are not full-timers, we don't spent the time, we 

don't study. Bad bills are always going to pass under .a 

unicameral or bicameral. The question is the probability 

of their passage. I think the probability is much, much 

greater under our present system. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: Well, would you say that a pre

requisite to a unicameral legislature would be a mandatory 

full time? 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILENTZ: No, just as it is not pre-

requisite to mandatory full time that we have With a uni

cameral that could work with a bicameral. It is also not 

prerequisite, assuming you want a unicameral, that the 

legislators be full time. Tere are two different kinds of 

concepts and, as I indicated in my prepared statement, if 

the people feel that mandating full time is impractical, I 

would be satisfied if the salary was high enough so that 

those who wanted to spend full time would be attracted to 

this kind of position and so that the public could make up 

its mind, when a man runs for office, whether or not they 

want some commitment from him as to the amount of time he 

is going to spend. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH : With respect to spending time on 

the job with a full-time legislature, we both know they are 
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political offices, elective offices, where the holders of 

those offices do not have enough to do. Now my observation 

is that they spend about 90 per cent of their time politicking 

and about 10 per cent of their time doing the job. Why wouldn't 

that apply to the legislature' 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILENTZ: I think there's a distinct possi-

bility that if the salaries are up sufficiently and it then 

made possible to spend full time, there are men who will not 

have something to do and will waste a great deal of their time. 

But as I indicated before, I am much less afraid of a legis-

lature where some full-timers are not spending time on legis-

1 a tive matters when perhaps the legislature is not in session -

I am much less afraid of that than I am afraid of what we have 

now with the part-timers; a substantial number of them, are 

not giving enough time when the legislature is in session. 

That's a much greater risk. I don't like to see money wasted 

either. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: As it stands now, the person who 

comes up here and works and does his job and neglects his 

politics of necessity, if he were full time -and let's assume 

we have the same situation we have or a similar situation 

where you have certain people who work hard and certain people 

who don't work hard - the people who could spend their time 

politicking would become more entrenched and you would have .a 

much more difficult'time getting the men. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILENTZ: I disagree with that; there are 

certain aspects of it I disagree with. I disagree with your 

assumption of fact that where there is a choice today between 
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politics and performing the legislator's duty it is 

so clear that the legislator today sacrifices his political 

interest and attends to his duties. I think the legislature 

is in such poor repute and regarded so poorly and the 

position is consequently regarded not quite so seriously 

by some as it should be that there are many, many irntances 

where the choice is made in favor of the political interest 

and the time spend on politics rather than the legislature. 

I think the reverse would be true under a full-time legis

lature. The public would expect you to attend to your 

legislative business. It would be terribly important politi

cally to you, much more so than it is now, to let the public 

know that you are giving the job the kind of time that it 

deserves. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: That was my next point. I agree 

that if the people paid enough attention this would work, 

but I don't share the same confidence. The people do not 

pay enough attention. We just had ten candidates for Governor, 

the first time I ever remember in the history of the State. 

I think that 20 or 25 per cent of the people came out to vote. 

If this were true, I think if the people were cognizant, if 

they watched it, your statement is correct, but it doesn't 

·work that way. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILENTZ: There is no question that there 

is that kind of possibility, I think, of peoplexnot. paying 

attention to State government -again I don't want to sound as 

if I have a one-track mind about this - but I do think it is 
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due to several factors besides whatever goes on in our 

educational system that doesn't teach people about State 

government. It is due to some other factors. The States 

in their actions have not been as im:p:>rtant as many other 

things that the public reads in the press and, because of 

that and because of many other things, the functioning of 

the legislature hasn't been anything that has excited anyone 

until recently perhaps, and because of the fact that we are 

not to some extent professionals, because of the fact that 

we don't do the kind of job that I think we ought to do, 

because of the fact that we don't spend full time, the 

public's initial lack of interest is bolstered. I think you 

have a much better chance if you make it your business of 

letting the public know what's going on, but I also think 

that when they heard the salary ~as $30,000 th~y would become 

interested at that point. There is no guarantee of that. 

Incidentally there is one thing I wanted to mention. 

I don't know how significant. it is, but I took a look at 

the 307 bills, or someone did for me, that passed both houses 

this year just to get some idea of the deliberation time the 

bicameral spends in sifting out these bad bills. Of course, 

that's no true measure because it doesn't take into consider

ation the bills that don't pass both houses. But of those 

that passed both houses, more than one-third of them have a 

delayed time between passage in one house and passage in the 

other - a delayed time for thought of 15 days or less. 

I don't know how you evaluate that, Mr. Chairman. I 

guess I evaluate it from an assumption I made before I saw 
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the figures, the assumption being that really this check 

within the legislative system is not what it's cracked up 

to be. It's not really there in substance. It happens on 

occasion. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: Well, I think you would have to 

differentiate between the major legislation and the junk 

legislation, because I think that most of your figures would 

be with junk legislation. 

and other things. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILENTZ: 

We've spent days on urban aid 

What a much better check it would 

be if everyone knew what was going to be law and what a much 

better check if the committee system really could function 

and the legislators could really study. That to me is a much 

better check on bad legislation. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: well, thank you very much, Assembly-

man. Is there anyone else who desires to testify? 

Assemblyman Schulter, your statement has been read into 

the record. If you have anything else to add, you are welcome 

to testify. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILENTZ: I just want to remind you about 

Mr. Jacobson. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: Does he have a prepared statement? 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILENTZ: I have no idea. He indicated he 

would be here about one o'clock. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH : Let me put into the record that 

the hearing will adjourn and we will give Mr. Joel Jacobson 

the right to put any statement which he desires into the record. 
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Would that be satisfactory. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILENTZ: It is not up to me to say. 

I think he is probably on his way here. I know you have 

a long distance to go. If you want to argue this matter 

with me further at lunch. 

[Discussion off the record] 

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: We will adjourn until one 

o'clock and we will come back at one. If he is not here 

then, we'll just take his statement for the record. 

[RECESS] 

[After recess] 

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: Ladies and gentlemen, we will re-

open the public hearing on Assembly Bill No. 163, with Mr. 

Joel Jacobson. 

J 0 E L J A C 0 B S 0 N: Assemblyman Smith, I 

want to extend to you my deep appreciation for the courtesy 

of your waiting for my testimony. I hope it will be worth 

your efforts. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: We expect big things of you. 

MR. JACOBSON: I must say that while I speak for the 

50,000 members of the UAW in the State of New Jersey, the 

fact you .·have· been so kind to me might lead one to believe 

that I have come to temper some of the criticism I have to 

offer. But I know you wouldn't expect me to do that. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: I would be disappointed. 

MR. JACOBSON: So while I do appreciate the courtesy 

very much, I will still say the same pointed things that I 
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had intended to say. 

I appears to me that there are really three items 

on which you might expect me to express our opinion. The 

first is the question of whether·a unicameral legislature 

should replace the present bicameral legislature; secondly, 

whether legislators should be elected to serve full time, 

and, thirdly, what their stipend should be if that were 

the case. I would like to address myself to each of these 

three items. 

First I must say with all candor that there is no 

unanimity in ·our Union as to the question of whether a 

unicameral legislature is better than a bicameral. My 

personal preference is to have a unicameral legislature and 

again I say in all honesty there is no firm position and 

individuals of both liberal and conservative persuasion 

do disagree upon this one issue. I, therefore, draw no 

great political philosophical signifiance from the fact 

that one group or another may support one or the other of 

the two programs. 

I do think that there have been some suggestions made 

for tampering with the status of State legislatures that do 

reflect that philosophy. Certainly Senator Dirksen's 

attempt to make one house of the Legislature on a basis 

other than population would be one with which we would 
I 

violently disagree, and I think there is a philosophical 

difference there. I, however, do not necessarily draw the 

conclusion that there is the same distinction between·a 
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unicameral and a bicameral legislature. To be very blunt 

about it, there are times when I would prefer a unicameral 

legislature, primarily when I think the program which we 

seek would be easier to pass that way. There are also times 

when we are trying to stop what we consider the regressive 

legislation that we are delighted that there are two houses. 

It gives us another crack at the ball to try to knock it out. 

So I again emphasize that while I personally prefer a 

unicameral legislature, there is no hard and fast decision 

of the UAW. 

The argument that two houses will check wildly-motivated 

legislation, however, I do not believe can be substantiated 

by the fact. Here I'm going to be critical. I have done an 

analysis of the record of the 1969 legislature in the State 

of New Jersey, a bicameral legislature, and it appears to me 

at a time when our cities are in great turmoil and our campuses 

are under seige,when the people of the State and the country 

are deeply affected and in a period of unrest because of some 

of these problems, the 1969 legislature has had the great 

opportunity to come forth with some programs to meet some of 

these needs. Instead we find that the legislature passed a 

bill to send the Chatham/flJl.gh School Band to Florida at the 
·, 

expenditure of $5,000. They increased the expenses of the 

Racing Commissioners and ha:~e even been so kind as to increase 
.:''', .. · 

their own salaries from $7,500 to $10,000. 

It seems to me that the legislature, even a two-house 

legislature, has not demonstrated the great wisdom that we 

sometimes like to ascribe to the people who represent us. 
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I, therefore, must reach the conclusion that in a 

bicameral legislature we have seen what can charitably 

be called a triumph of mediocracy. I do not want to be 

personal and I specifically exempt the two members of the 

Legislature I see in front of me today. But the tenor of 

debate that I hear on the floor of this house sometimes makes 

me concern myself with the welfare of democracy and specifically 

what we teach our students in high school under the general 

subject of Civics. When an individual can stand on the floor 

of this Assembly in what I suppose he considers to be a 

serious attempt at debate and say that the Supreme Court is 

a bunch of idiots, I must reach the conclusion that not all 

the idiots are on the Supreme Court. 

I would hope that a unicameral legislature would 

eliminate the mediocrities and attract people of the higher 

calibre who would have a desire to serve, not to extract, 

who use their position as a public trust in an attempt to 

meet the needs of the people, not to enhance their own 

economic opportunities. 

Now the third point that I would like to talk about 

in the question of a full-time legislature. It appears to 

me that this is a wise and intelligent move and one that we 

heartily recommend. It also meets the requirement that 1 

wouldhope would be the objective, that individuals who serve 

in the legislature are not there merely to grind their own 

personal axes, and that if we were to have a full-time legis

lature, it seems to me there would be attracted individuals 

who are dedicated, ladies and gentlemen of high integrity 
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because of the fact that the opportunities for what now are 

conflicts of interest would be diminished - I would hope 

eliminated, but I'll say diminished- and specifically it 

would be in my opinion more in keeping with the time of the 

characterization known as participatory democracy. There 

would be groups and elements not now physically represented 

in the State Legislature who could be. 

I mention specifically for example workers in the 

State of New Jersey. Now it could be possible for an official 

of a Labor Union to run for public office and be elected 

and you have several sitting in the legislature. It appears 

to me almost impossible for an average man who works in a 

factory to be elected to the legislature. First, he couldn't 

get the time off to come down to attend the Monday sessions; 

secondly, he probably wouldn't have time to devote to the 

committee hearings such as you are conducting today. There 

is by nature and by virtue of his status a complete elimina-

tion of a vast majority of our citizens sitting in the legis

lature. If there were to be full-time legislators, gentlemen 

andladies in this category would be free to run, they would not 

be excluded as they are, and it is my opinion that the mediocrity 

that sometimes pervades this chamber would be eliminated when 

people of that calibre.· of integrity and intelligence are 

elected. 

I would mention specifically that there are other elements 

that are now excluded, mainly members of what we consider to 

be minority races or ethnic backgrounds and those who are labeled 
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by themselves and by us as "the poor." 

A legislature in my opinion, consisting of full-time 

legislators, would be more responsive to the needs and 

problems that are relevant today and, therefore, I think 

would make a substantial contribution to the solution of 

some of these problems. 

Now the last question as to what should the specific 

amount be. I spent a good deal of my life negotiating wages 

and I never assume a hard and fast rule. I am always open to 

further discussion. In order for a full-time legislator to 

be able to devote the time that we believe should be devoted 

to this important job, I would suggest that a salary somewhere 

in the neighborhood of $25,000 or $30,000 should be set. 

One final point: If we can take public employees and 

make them work full time as elevator operators at City Hall, 

~s towel attendants in municipal swimming pools, as grass 

cutters in county parks, and make them work full time, it 

~pears to me that only the basic element of sound judgment 

would expect the people who sit and weigh the heavy problems 

before us and legislate solutions should be able to serve 

full time as well. 

Thank you very much. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SMITH: Thank you, Mr. Jacobson. 

Is there anyone else who desires to testify? [No 

response]. 

The public hearing is closed. 

* * * * 
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June 25,1969 

STATEMENT 

by 

William V. Musto (Senator, Hudson County) 

(Submitted to the General Assembly Committee on State Government 
on Assembly Bill Number 163 of 1969.) 

I would like, at the outset, to express my thanks to 

Assemblyman Walter Smith, Chairman, and the members of the 

General Assembly Committee on State Government, for permitting 

me to submit th~statement on the occasion of the Committee's 

public hearing on Assembly Bill Numb-er 163, an act providing 

for '\:ntire-time" legislators who shall receive $20,000.00 per year, 

and dependent upon the adoption of a Constitutional amendment 
... 

proposing "a unicameral legislature composed of members elected 

from the Congressional districts, or from subdistricts of such 

Congressional districts." 

For the last past 22 years I have been a member of the 

New Jersey legislature. I do not know exactly, and am not about to. 

review, how many bills I have introduced, how many commissions 

and committees I have served on, how many speeches I have given 

during that period. But I do know that while many of these bills, 

many of the:;e commissions, committees and speeches have dealt with 

specific issues and have been in response to particular problems, 

there is one ·issue and one problem which is as relevant today 

as it was on that second Tuesday in January 22 years ago. It 

is an issue which has remained relevant because it is fundamental: 

it has continued to be a subject of study and investigation 

because it concerns not What a government may do, but how it may 

do it: because it concerns·the very nature of government itself, 

and the bases upon Which that government is established. There 

may be many ways to resolve this fundamental issue---Assembly 

Bill Number 163 is one such way: I believe there are others, ___ _ 
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but what makes me particularly proud of this legislat.ure, and so 

pleased to submit this statement today, is that we finally seem 

to have recognized that however we decide the issue of unicameralism, 

and whatever provisions we make for organizing the legislature 

and compensating legislators, that issue and those provisions 

must be decided and made now. This we owe to the people of 

New Jersey. Our only choice is whether we are willing to give 

the citizens of this State the kind of government to which they 

are entitled, or whether we are stubbornly to resist change until 

change is demandErl and forced upon us. 

Assembly Bill Number 163 is, as I have noted, de

pendent upon the adoption of a Constitutional amendment proposing 

a unicameral legislature. We should be clear on this point ____ __ 

the most basic, most fundamental, most important part of Assembly 

Bill Number 163 is its dependency on unicameralism. Questions 

concerning whether or not we compensate legislators at the rate 

of $20,000.00 per year, and whether or not we require that 

"each member of the legislature shall devote his entire time to 

his legislative duties"---(which proposals are contained in 

section 1 of Assembly Bill Number 163) are definitely of secondary 

significance----and we may answer them in several ways sub-

sequent to our answering that primary question------= unicameralism 

now in New Jersey, Yes or Nb? I believe we must answer yes! 

We have all heard (perhaps more often than we have 

wished to hear, although not often enough, apparently, to inspire 

our act ion) how the Federt;t.l and State Supreme Court rulings on 

reapportionment have precluded states from organizing bi-cameral 

legislative bodies on the federal model, with one house 

representing people and the other representing political 

jurisdictions. I will not retry those court cases here: nor 

will I consider the merits (or lack thereof) of those court decisions. 
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A unicameral legislature has more to recommend it than its simple 

structure and its subservience to Supreme Court decisions. 

-
Perhaps most importantly, unicameralism concentrates 

legislative authority in a single body. It fixes responsibility 

and accountability in one body. It will effectively eliminate 

the all too common practice of one house "passing the buck" to 

the other. No longer.will one house be able to pass an unwanted 

bill, knowing full well that the other house will "bury" it. 

Legislative leadership, which is fragmented and poorly 

coordinated in most bicameral legislatures, will be stronger in 

a unicameral system. Poor communication, co-ordination,and co-

operation between 2 houses, or between the leaders of 2 houses 

will no longer serve as a barrier to effective legislative 

action in New Jersey if unicameralism is adopted. 

Unicameralism will simplify the legislative process, 

resulting in greater public scrutiny, understanding, appreciation 
this 

and participation. The citizen of/State will identify himself with 

one set of legislators and with one legislative district, rather 

than with 2 sets of legislators and 2 legislative districts 

as at present. It will bring the legislator and his constituents 

closer together. 

The unicameral legislature is not only simpler, but less 

costly. There will be one set of legislative committees, instead 

of 2. It will eliminate duplicate staff and_duplicate hearings. 

Fewer bills should be introduced, with a subsequent saving in 

printing costs. 

Finally, the concentration of legislative authority 

and responsibility in one house will strengthen the legislative 

branch of State government in relation to the executive and 

judicial branches. The 1947 Constitution significantly strengthened 

the office of the Governor, and it devised a judicial system that 
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is 9('JIL'r<tlly rcq.tn1ecl Zts one of tlte fincsL in th<c nation. BuL 

the powers of the 1 egi ~; la t.urc were not inc reused in 194 7, and to

day the legislative brunch needs strengthening if it is to 

function os o truly "equal and co-ordinute branch." A chu.nge to 

un icomerc.tl is111 should, in short, help to rejuvenate the legislative 

process. 

Having answered affirmatively thut primary question 

explicitly pased by Assem1Jly Bill Number 163, (namely: Unicameral

ism now in New Jersey, Yes or No?), it is only proper that some 

answers be given to the secondary questions concerning legislative 

compensation and the "entire time" provisions of that bill. 

As I have noted above, section 1 of Assembly Bill Number 163 

provides that "each member of the legislature shall devote his 

entire time to his legislative duties." If this is intended 

to result in a New Jersey Legislature organized like the Federal 

Congressi if this means, in other words, that members of the 

New Jersey Legislature could continue to retain "outside" sources 

of income and practice professions while serving as legislators, 

then with one major condition,rmight support Assembly Bill Number 

163 That one major condition would be that the legislature 

immediately enact strong, workable, and fair "conflict-of-interests" 

legislation which would protect both individual legislators 

pursuing their legally sanctioned activities, and the people of 

New Jersey seeking the full and honest government to which they 

are entitled. 

If, on the other hand, the "entire-time" provision of 

Assembly Bill Nunmer 163 is intended to preclude the pursuit of 

any other "gainful occupation" by New Jersey Legislators, then I 

fear that the $20,000.00 annual compensation proposed by Assembly 
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Bill Number 163 will prove inadequate and may very likely result 

in a situation where our legislature would consist of only 2 

types of men~---the first being men who could aspire to no more 

than $20,000 in any private business or professional activitY------

the second being men who, by virtue of previously acquired 

wealth, could "afford" to limit their annual income to $20.,000. 

I submit that neither of these groups does now or could or should 

ever be the only ·source of legislators, because neither of these 

groups individually or collectively are themselves representative 

of the people of this State. 

. -. 
Because I have these serious doubts concern1ng the 

intended meaning of the "entire-time" provision of Assembly Bill 

Number 163, and because, even if these doubts were resolved there 

would still remain the need for the prompt enactment and rigorous 

enforcement of relevant conflicts-of-interest legislation, and 

because, even if this were accomplished, I am not convinced that 

$2o;ooo is adequate l-egislative compensation, or that sufficient 

study has been given to what figure would be adequate----~for all 

these reasons then I .must withhold my "unqualified endorsement" of 
Assembly Bill 

/Number 163. Once again, because it is important enough to 

require reiteration, I fully support and urge the immediate 

presentation to the people of a constitutional amendment pro-

posing unicameralism in New Jersey. That Constitutional amendment 

is not only the basis of Assembly Bill Number 163, it -is the 

prerequisite to it·s implementation. My doubts and questions on 

Assembly Bill Number 163 concern its details, ____ _ I believe the 

quest·ions can be answered and the doubts resolved to the satis-

faction of al'l. I have no doubts and no questions on the 
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necessity <t constitutional amendment proposing unicameralisrn 

which must precede Asscmuly Bill Number 163. 

I might add, parenthetically, that although the "fiscal 

data" submitted in lieu of a "Statement" to Assembly Bill Number 

163 notes that the bill "is a Companion Bill to Assembly Concurrent 

Resolution Number 10," which proposes a 45 member unicameral 

legislature, Assembly Bill Numb r 163 itself merely calls 

(in section 3) for "an amendment •.• proposing that ••• the legislative 

power shall be vested in a unicameral Legislature composed of 

members elected from the Congressional districts, or from subdistricts 

of such Congressional districts ..•• " Assembly Concurrent Resolution 

Number 10, is, to be sure, such "an amendment" it is not 

necessarily the amendment that should be offered. My own Senate 

Concurrent Resolution Number 4 proposes a unicameral Legislature 

composed of 75 members elected from Congressional districts, and 

would, in my estimation, provide a government more capable of 

reflecting the diversity of interests in New Jersey than the 

small 45 member Legislature proposed by Assembly Concurrent 

Resolution Number 10. In other words, just as there are different 
.:' 

viewpoints concerning legislative compensation in a unicameral 

Legislature, so are there different viewpoints concerning the 

composition of that unicameral Legislature. The vital point, however, 

is the concept of unicameralism itself. The fact that Assembly 

Bill Number 163 calls for "!:!.!:!.amendment" is proof that its sponsor 

recognizes the several alternatives, and I commend him both for 

his objectivity and, most importantly, for his recognition that 

some amendment must be adopted if the major moves proposed by 

Assembly Bill Number 163 in the interest of a more relevant, 

responsive and responsible legislative organization are ever to be 

made. 
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Submitted by Donald G. Herzberg, Executive Director 

RUTGERS THE STATE UNIVERSITY 

THE EAGLETON JNmTt111! OP POUTICS 

Assemblyman Walter L. Smith 
Chairman, Assembly Committee on State Government 
State Capitol 
Trenton, New Jersey 

Dear Assemblyman Smith: 

WOOD LAWN, NEILSON CAMPUS 
NEW BRUNSWICK, NEW JERSEY 08901 

June 20, 1969 

Assemblyman Robert Wilentz has asked me to comment on 
his bill to raise salaries of legislators to $30,000. Implicit with that 
raise, I understand, is a Constitutional Amendment to ask the people 
of New Jersey to create a Unicameral Legislature. 

Let me say at the outset that, based upon my experience 
with the problems of state legislatures across the country, I am 
unequivocally for a dramatic and substantial raise in the salary of 
state legislators everywhere. This, along with more staff and space 
are urgent priorities everywhere. 

On the other hand, I would be opposed to the creation in 
New Jersey of a unicameral legislative system. Since a unicameral leg
islature is not the point at issue in Assemblyman Wilentz' s immediate 
proposal, I prefer to reserve my comments on that subject until a more 
appropriate time. 

Instead, I should like to address my remarks to support a 
substantial pay increase for state legislators. 

I must say I however I that I am in favor of making our legislature 
in New Jersey greatly more visible to the citizens of New Jersey. This 
may mean smaller numbers in each House of the Legislature. The evidence 
over the nation would seem to support the idea that the larger the number of 
constituents represented by a member,. the greater the visibility. 

I also feel strongly that it is essential as the problems of state 
government increase in complexity and we place greater and greater burdens 
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Assemblyman Walter L. Smith 
June 20, 1969 
Page 2 

on our legislative members that it is important that we recompense our 
legislators appropriately. I, frankly, know of no business organizations 
that demand so much from their respective Boards of Directors and pay so 
little in exchange for time. 

In the forseeable future, it is crystal clear that, if our present 
constitutional system is going to survive, that increasing and crushing 
demands are going to be imposed on our state legislators o New Jersey has 
been fortunate over the recent years with a high quality legislature o It is 
unfair to them as it is also to the recruitment of new legislators in the coming 
years to assume that they can assume the burdens of the new federalism 
which will require almost full time attention without a major step forward in 
the compensation of members of the legislature. 

A legislative pay increase that is more symbolic than substantial, 
a gesture more than a genuine effort to face up to the conditions of a modern 
society will not do the job. What is required is the courage to accept the 
fact that the time of a legislator is valuable and the demands upon him are 
high. It is false economy not to recognize that compensation must be adequate 
to the demands imposed o 

Sincerely, 

DHG:ko 
cc: Robert WUentz 
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